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SUMMARY
This thesis consists of two independent chapters.
Each chapter has its own detailed introduction 
and references.
In Chapter one we give new complete topological con- 
jugacy invariants for finite state stationary Markov chains. 
These new invariants give a classification up to a topological 
conjugacy which preserves certain equilibrium states. We 
use our new invariants to investigate Williams' problem. 
Finally, we generalise the topological classification of one­
sided finite state stationary Markov chains to give a 
classification up to block-isomorphism.
In Chapter two we investigate a problem posed by Shub 
and Sullivan on the classification of real analytic Lebesgue 
measure-preserving expanding endomorphisms of the circle. We 
introduce a new Jacobian invariant that enables us to study 
the phase factor. Finally, we introduce complete isomorphism 
invariants but these invariants have a measure-theoretic and 
topological nature.

50. INTRODUCTION
The theory of topological Markov chains Cor subshifts 
of finite type) plays an important role in many branches of 
ergodic theory and dynamical systems see [2], 13], [4], [5], 
and [19] for example. We will be concerned with the topological 
and the measure-theoretic classification of these subshifts.
In [25] Williams introduced two invariants of topological 
conjugacy called strong shift-equivalence and shift-equivalence. 
He showed that strong shift-equivalence is a complete invariant 
for topological conjugacy. However, for many categories of 
matrices it is easier to decide whether they are shift-equivalent 
(cf [1], [9], [16] and [25]). One of the fundamental problems 
in the theory of subshifts of finite type is to determine 
whether shift-equivalence is a complete invariant for topological 
conjugacy. The topological classification was generalised in [15] 
and [16] to give a classification up to block-isomorphism, i.e. 
a topological conjugacy between subshifts of finite type which 
preserves Markov measures.
Let us suppose that we are given two subshifts of finite 
type, each supporting the equilibrium state of a continuous 
function with certain properties (these will be defined in §4).
We will introduce a new invariant in §4 which gives a necessary 
and sufficient condition for these subshifts to be topologically 
conjugate via a homeomorphism which preserves these measures.
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We return to Williams' problem in §5 and illustrate some of 
the difficulties encountered when trying to deduce this new- 
invariant from a shift-equivalence of matrices.
In §6 we apply our results to the stochastic generalisation 
of Williams' problem. In §7 we investigate suspension flows 
over subshifts of finite type. With appropriate assumptions, 
we give sufficient conditions for two suspension flows to be 
topologically conjugate - where the conjugacy will preserve 
flow-invariant measures derived from equilibrium states of 
continuous functions with certain properties.
Finally, in §8 we extend the topological classification 
of one-sided subshifts of finite type given by Williams in [25] 
to a classification up to block-isomorphism.
-3-
51. TOPOLOGICAL MARKOV CHAINS AND WILLIAMS* PROBLEM
Let S be a n x n irreducible 0-1 matrix. Give 
{l,...,n} the discrete topology and Z = n the
product topology. Consider the subspace Zg of Z defined by
Zg = {x € Z : S(xjL,xi+1) - 1 for all i € Z).
The shift os is defined on Zg by (OgX^ = xi + 1 for x = (xj_).
Og is a homeomorphism of the compact metrisable space Zg.
(Zg,Og) is called a topological Markov chain (or subshift of
finite type) given by S. For S as above, we define
Z+ = n {l,...,n} and let 
o
Zg = {x € E + : S(xifxi+1) = 1 for all i € Z+}.
The shift Og is defined on Zg by (agx)i = x i + 1 for 
x = (xA). Og is a bounded-to-one continuous surjection and 
(Zg,Og) is called a one-eided topological Markov chain (or 
8ub8hift of finite type). When the context is clear we will 
denote og just by og.
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Given two topological Markov chains (Eg,Og) and (Z^ ,,o^ ,) 
we say that they are topologically conjugate if there exists a 
homeomorphism <}> of Eg onto ZT such that <j>Og = oT<|>. In [25] 
Williams defines S and T to be strong shift-equivalent if 
there exists non-negative integral rectangular matrices 
and such that
S T.
Williams proved the following result:
Theorem 1 [25] (Williams)
(Zg,Og) and (ZT ,oT> are topologically conjugate if and 
only if S and T are strong shift-equivalent.
The matrices S and T are said to be shift-equivalent 
(with lag i) if there exists a positive integer £ and non­
negative integral rectangular matrices U and V such that
US = TU UV = T*
SV - VT VU - S*
It is easy to see that strong shift-equivalence implies shift- 
equivalence and it is conjectured that the converse is true.
-5-
This is known as Williams' problem. For many categories of 
matrices there is a finite procedure for deciding if two 
matrices are shift-equivalent. Because of this, shift- 
equivalence remains the best necessary condition known for 
topological conjugacy.
§2. PRESSURE AND RUELLE OPERATORS
Let M(Eg) denote the set of Borel probability measures 
on the space Eg and let C(Zg) denote the set of real-valued 
continuous functions acting on Eg. For f € C(Zg ) the pressure 
of f is defined by
PCf) ■ sup {hm(os) + J f dm : m € M(Eg) is og-invariant},
where hm (og) is the entropy of og with respect to m. This 
supremum is always attained and the measures for which 
P(f) = hm Cog) + | f dm are called equilibrium states for f 
Ccf. £24]). When f has a unique equilibrium state it will 
sometimes be denoted by m^. We can similarly define the 
pressure and equilibrium states for f € C(Zg). Since the 
shift-invariant measures in M(Zg) and M(Zg) are in bijective 
correspondence, we will often denote an equilibrium state for 
f 6 (Eg) and its counterpart in M(Zg) by the same symbol.
For 4> € C(Zg) the Ruelle operator £  ^ : C(Eg) -► C(Eg) 
is defined by
U  IXx) - £ e*(y> f(y).
°Sy=x
£. is positive, linear and continuous with respect to the 
sup norm on C(Eg). Denote its spectral radius by r(£^). Put
' sup + - *<y>l : xo = yo»• • • »xn-l - yn-l}-
In £22] Walters combines a convergence theorem of Ruelle £17] 
and results by Keane £8] on g-measures to give a proof of:
2. Ruelle's Operator Theorem
Let (Eg,Og) be a topologically mixing one-sided
subshift of finite type (i.e. S is aperiodic). Let $ € C(Eg)
00 + satisfy E varR$ < <® . Then there exists X > 0, h € C(Eg)
and v € M(Eg) such that h > 0, v(h) = 1, £^ h = Xh,
£*v ■ Xv and for f € C(Eg) X-n £^f ■* v(f)h uniformly in 
C(Eg). X , h and v are uniquely defined by these properties
and X = e**^ » r(£^). Moreover y € M(Eg) defined by 
y(f) = v(hf) is the unique equilibrium state for $.
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Remark
When S is an irreducible matrix with period d, it is 
well known (cf. £18])thit Eg can be represented as a union of 
d spaces. These are cyclically permuted by og and the 
restriction of og to each one is a topologically mixing 
subshift. From this decomposition one can show that, apart 
from the convergence of X-n £^f, the conclusions of Ruelle's 
operator theorem will hold. Although we do not have uniform 
convergence for the normalised powers of £^, by decomposing S 
one can show that if
d> € C(£+), £ var 4 < <» and £, = 1
n - 0  n *
then for f£C(Eg)
i H n f^ Z £“f -*■ f dm. uniformly.
N n=0 ♦ J 1
§3. THE INFORMATION COCYCLE AND MAXIMAL MEASURES
Given an n x n matrix S the state partition ag of £g 
is the partition of Zg into sets £i]° for 1 £ i £ n where 
£i]° = {x € Zg : xQ = i}. Let ag = V Og1 ag denote the 
smallest o-algebra containing the partitions Og* ag, i i 0 
and let m be a og-invariant measure. If 6 is a countable
8partition of Ig and C <= V eg* ag is a sub o-algebra, then
the conditional information of 8 given C is
V B l « )  " -  ^ XA log E(Xa |C).
The conditional entropy of 6 given C is Jlm($|C)dm and the 
information cocycle is Im = lm(as|0g* ag)* For details and
notation used see [12] and [15]. Associated to (Zg,Og) is a 
natural Og-invariant Markov measure, denoted by mg. This 
measure is called the measure of maximal entropy (cf. [1 1 ]).
§4. TOPOLOGICAL CONJUGACY AND RUELLE OPERATORS
In this section we will give a necessary and sufficient 
condition for topological conjugacy in terms of four identities 
involving Ruelle operators and positive linear operators between 
the spaces of continuous functions. Therefore one way of 
approaching Williams' problem would be to try and construct 
these relations from a shift-equivalence of matrices. Starting 
with a shift-equivalence of matrices, in §5 we obtain two of 
the identities required for a shift-equivalence of Ruelle 
operators. We show how this can be done by two separate methods.
For 0 < 6 < 1 and 1 £ CdJ) let || t ||0 - : n t 0} .
We will be considering functions in the real Banach space
^¡(S) = <f € C d p  • II *11 6 < <■) 
with ,iorf^
lN*lIIe - t ll* 1 1 0. 11* 11.>•
Similarly, FQ(S) c: C(Zg) can be defined. 
Notice that for f € Fq(S) we have that
Z var f 
n=0 n S ll* ll9 Zn=0
1
1-0
Given (Zg,og), <Z*,oT ) and <J> € F*(S), * € Fq <T) we 
say that the Ruelle operators £^ and £^ are shift-equivalent 
if there are positive linear operators
U : C<Ig) . C«*> and V : C(E*) •. C<£*)
such that
%  - V uv -
v s  - V vu - £t
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We will show that if the Ruelle operators £  ^and £^ are
shift-equivalent (for <}> € Fg(S) and \Jj 6 Fg(T)} •> it is
necessary and sufficient that there is a topological conjugacy
which preserves the measures m^ and m^.
Suppose that we are given a shift-equivalence of Ruelle
operators £^ and £^ as above.
From Ruelle's operator theorem there is an eigenvalue
X > 0 and eigenfunctions h € C(Ig), k 6 C(E^) such that
h > 0, k > 0 where £.h = Xh and £,k = Xk. In fact <P *
b e F*(S) and k £ F*CT) (cl. [17]).
If we define
■ 4» ♦ log h - log has - log X and
■ ♦ ♦ log k - log koT - log X
then Ol = 1 and Vl = 1. Since XA (from
-11-
°V  * V 0 V 0 -
V  ■ S ' V 0 V -
Therefore, given a shift-equivalence of Ruelle operators, 
there is no loss of generality in assuming that all the 
operators are normalised. AsP(f + g(j- - g + c) = P(f) + c 
for c € R the equilibrium states for <J> and <p' (and \p, ip • ) 
are the same.
For normalised positive linear operators we have: 
Lemma 1
Let U : C(£g) C(I*) be a positive linear operator
with U1 - 1 then (Uf) * 2 s Uf2.
Proof
For c 6 R we have
U<ct ♦ l)2 - c2Uf2 + 2o Uf ♦ 1 i 0.
2 2Treating c Uf + 2c Uf + 1 as a polynomial, by 
the discriminant we get that 4c2(Uf)2- 4c2Uf2 £ 
result follows.
looking at 
0 and the
V
-12-
Given (E*,Og) and (£^,oT > we say that the one-sided
shifts Og and ag are shift-equivalent if there exists
To show that a shift-equivalence of Ruelle operators 
implies that our subshifts of finite type are topologically 
conjugate, we will use the shift-equivalence to obtain 
operators that are induced by continuous surjections.
These functions will form a shift-equivalence of the one­
sided shifts. The result will follow from the following 
Theorem:
Theorem 3 [25] Williams
(Eg,Og) and (ZT ,oT) are topologically conjugate if 
and only if 0* and a* are shift-equivalent.
Let and X2 be uncountable Eorel spaces equipped 
with finite measures nij and m2 respectively. We require a 
result by A. Iwanik which extends Lamperti's theorem for 
operators on the £p(m) spaces 1 S p < », p * 2 .
continuous surjections x^  
that
S *T and x,2 T S such
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Theorem 4 [7] (Iwanlk)
Let 1 £ p < 0» . Then an operator U : £p(m1> -► jCp(m2) 
is a non-negative linear isometry (not necessarily onto) 
with U1 = 1 if and only if there exists a measure-preserving 
transformation t : X2 X1 such that Uf = f x.
Lemma 2
Let S and T be irreducible non-negative integer matrices.
If U : C(Ig) -*■ C(E^) is a non-negative linear operator w i t h  UC O  
U is continuous with respect to the sup norms.
Proof
l*t m  c
Tlicn. ^  I «.n i
II U ( p  II 
Tk «ref^rt U • *
C ) i w C H  T H A T  
SO
<110 CO II = I .
(> 0 o  rv d  a  A. J
1 ^ 1  < 1.
T€iytT FOi-L.a.
V
-14-
y/e. now prove:
Proposition 1
Suppose that 4 €F*(S), f € F*(T) and P($) - P(*).
If £^ and £^ are shift-equivalent then (Ig,Og) and 
are topologically conjugate. Moreover, the topological 
conjugacy preserves the equilibrium states m, and m..
Proof
By the observations above, we can assume without loss 
of generality that P(<p) = P(\J>) = 0 and all the operators in 
the shift-equivalence are normalised.
Lemma 1 enables us to show that our operators
U i C(Eg) ■. C(Ej> and V i C(E^) » C(Eg) can be extended to
oact on £ spaces. We will then apply Theorem 4 to the 
dual of these extensions.
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By Lemma 2 U is continuous and from the remark following 
Theorem 2, if f € C(Eg) then
lV Uf) " V 1’ 1 
s K < Ui) - S ** £SUfly n=0 Y
i N_1 „+ |U(i £ l“i) - U(m <f>)| 
N 11=0 * ♦
» 0 as N - ~ .
■*'<%» *
■VIUfl >
Therefore U acting on C(Zg) is a bounded operator when 
2 2using the £ (m.) and £ (m.) norms. Consequently, U has
<P V 2 2
an extension (which will also be denoted by U) U s £^(m.) -*■ £ (m )<P V
(Cf. 1 1 0], p. 10 0).
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Since £2(m )* = £2(m ) and £2(m.)* s £2(m ), the <P 9 9
He 2 2operator U induces a dual operator U : £ (m.) -*■ £ (m.)9 9
given by m.(Uf.k) = m.(f.U*k) for f € £2(m,) and k 6 £2(m ).9 9 9 9
The operator U is non-negative and linear. By repeating 
the argument above we know that ||U*k|| 0 £ ||k|| _
* <V *" V
Similarly V* i - ^(m^), £* : £2(m((|) » I2 <m^) and
£* : £2(m^) £2(m^> can be defined.
We now wish to show that U* and V* are isometries and 
2 2apply Theorem 4. Let UT : £ (m^) £ (m^) denote the operator
given by UTk = koT- For g, k € £2(m^) we have that
V £9**k) " %(£9(g*koT>) “ e^-kaT),
thus £* = typ. From UV = £^ we obtain that V* U* = U,£ and 
consequently, ||V*U*k|| 9 = ||k|| „ . If there exists
£ <V £ <%>
k € £2Cm > where ||U*k|| 2 £ ||k|| 2 then
v £ (m.) £ (m )9 9
l|U*k|| 2 * 11*11 2 " l|V*U*k|| 2 which is a
£ (%> £ % >  * <■%>
contradiction. Therefore U* and similarly V* are isometries. 
By Theorem 4 there exists surjective measure-preserving 
transformations Tj : Eg E^ and r2 • E* -*■ Eg such that
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U*h = hxj and V*f = f Xg •
We now show that Tj and Tg have continuous versions.
If f £ £2(m.) and g € £2(m.) we have that <p v
m^CVU^g.f) - m^<W*U*g.f) * V*U*g. V»f >
- m (V*(U*g.f)) ■= m.(U*g.f>.1p <P
Hence VU,£k = kx^ a.e. (m^) for all k € C(Z^). Let 
c c be a closed-open set (i.e. a finite union of cylinders) 
and let lc denote its characteristic function. Since 
!c ■ V ' c  we have that W * 1« ‘ VDilc ’ VUi10 a -e‘ <%>•
Since our operator V sends continuous functions to continuous 
functions we have that VU*lc is continuous. Now continuous functions 
which are equal almost everywhere are equal everywhere.
Therefore VU^lc = (VU,£lc ) 2 and we conclude that VUTlc takes
0only the value 0 or 1. Hence VUT maps characteristic functions 
of closed-open sets to continuous characteristic functions.
If we now apply Theorem 4 to the operator VU^ : £2(m^) £2(m^)
we obtain a measure-preserving transformation : Zg -*■ z£ 
such that x! = t , a.e. (m.) and VU^l = I t .! = 1 , - 1 is1 1 <J> X C  C l Tj C
continuous. Since the only continuous characteristic functions
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acting on Eg are characteristic functions of closed-open 
sets, we conclude that xj_1c is closed-open and so xj is 
continuous. Therefore there exists a continuous version of 
Tj and without loss of generality, we will assume Tj and 
similarly t2 are continuous.
From our operator identities we can simply deduce that 
Og and Orj, are shift-equivalent. For example from V*U* = U,£ 
we see that kx^x2 = ^°t a*e *or ^ e C(Ejl.
Therefore kxjX2 = and consequently x^x2 = o£. From
Theorem 3 the natural extensions of Xj and x2 will be 
topological conjugacies and the Proposition is proved.
The remainder of this section will be concerned with 
proving the converse of Proposition 1.
We shall need:
Proposition 2 [21]
Suppose x: Eg -> ET (x:Eg -»■ Z^) is bounded-to-one.
For every f € FQ(T) (F0(T)> there is exactly one shift- 
invariant y € M(Eg) (M(Eg)) with yx_1 = mf. The measure y 
is the unique equilibrium state for fx.
Proof
When x is bounded-to-one, we have h (o0) = h «(Cm)y o yx-i i
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for all shift-invariant y € M(Zg), so that P(f-r) = P(f) 
for every f € C(ZT>. Let f £ Fg(T) and let y be the unique 
equilibrium state for fr. Then clearly yx-* is an equilibrium 
state of f, so it equals mf. If v € M(Zg) is shift-invariant 
and vx~* = mf, then
hv(oS> + J dv = hmf(oT ) + j f dmf = P(f) = P(fO,
so that v = y.
The proof of the following result is the same as the 
proof for the case when the shift is topologically mixing 
and this can be found in [17], [22] and [23].
Proposition 3
Let S be an irreducible 0-1 matrix and let f £ FQ(S) 
(Fq(S)). The following statements hold:
(i) The function I has a continuous version andmt
- t * kos - k - P(f) for some k e F 0(Si (fJ(S)).
(ii) If f, g E Fa(S) (F*(S)) then m. = m iff there existsD D I g
c E K, k £ F0(S) <F0(S)) such that f - g + kog - k + c.
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Suppose that t :  Zg + E,p is a topological conjugacy
and m.T~ for € F0(S) and 4, € F.(T), where P(<fr) - P(y).
By Theorem 3 there exists continuous surjections
:T and t2 ! Eg such that
°T T1 " T1 °s Tj T, - 4
°S t2 * t2 °T T1 t 2 = a* for some £ > 0
There is no loss of generality in assuming that m, t7* = m<P 1 V
and m^ Tg1 = (cf. £6J). Since Tj is continuous the zero-th 
coordinate (t1<x ))o depends on (xQ ,...,xm_1) for some m > 0. 
Therefore varm+n iJjTj = varn4> for n è 0 and consequently
6 F0(T). As m^ Tj1 = m^, we conclude from Proposition 2
Thus, by Proposition 3
<{> = + fOg - f + c for some f 6 F*(S)
and c G R. Similarly \fi = 4>t 2 + hoT - h + d for some 
h G F+(T) and d G R. Since PC<j>> = P(^) we have that c = d = 0.
Substituting the equation \p » <J>t2 + hoT - h into 
4» = l/TTj+fOg - f we get that
-21-
<P ■ <P Og + (htj + f)og - (hXj + f).
n- 1 ,
Now, if S f denotes the sum E fo then 
i=0
<P = <J»Og + S^- (Sz<p)as.
As Og is ergodic we conclude that hx^ + f = + ■
some c £ R. By the addition of constants to f and J 
can assume hxj + f = —S^<i> and similarly fx2 + h = -i 
Define
D ! C<£*} * C<£*> and V , C<£*> C<£*J
by
Ug(y> = £ e“f<x> g(x>
TjX=y
and
Vk(x) - £ e'h<J°  k(y).
T3y-x
: for 
l, we 
't*-
Then
-22-
vu g(x) ■= Î e-*><y> ( £ e «*•) g(x-j)
r2y=x TjX'-y
E ^(x'J-hTjfx-) g(x,,
T « T 1X ' = X
S.$(x')
A .° SX X
g(x* )
£* g(x).
Similarly, we can show that
U £. = £ . U
Combining this with Proposition 1 we have:
Theorem 5
Suppose that <J> € Fg(S), € F*(T) and P(4>) - P(ip).
There is a topological conjugacy t :  Zg ZT such that m^ t _1  = m^ 
if and only if £^ and £^ are shift-equivalent.
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Theorem 5 could have been proved using the weaker 
assumptions that <t> e C(Z*) and  ^ e C(l£) satisfy
Z var <J> < °° and Z var \p < « 
n=l n n=l n
Since a topological conjugacy preserves the measures 
of maximal entropy we have:
Corollary 5,1
(Zg,ag) and (Z,p,aT) are topologically conjugate if 
and only if £j and £j are shift-equivalent.
Suppose that <j> € Fg(S), \j € Fq(T) where P(<jO = P(ijO = 0
Remark
and the Ruelle operators and £^ are shift-equivalent, i.e. 
there exists positive linear operators U : C(Zg) C(Z^1 
and V : C(Z^) -*■ C(Zg) such that
U £
UV = £^ for some i > 0
Then the proof of Theorem 5 shows how to define operators
-24-
0 : C(Ig) C(lJ) and V : C(I*) C(Zg) where
Ug(x) = Z e”f^y  ^ g(y) for some f € Ft(S), Vk(x) = 
x1y=x
I e~h(y) for some k € F*(T) and
T2y-x
V 0 - £i4>
0 V £ i* *
The proof used in Proposition 1 to show that 
m^(Ug) = m^(g) for all g € C(Ig) can also be applied to 0 
to show that m^(Og) = m^(g). Thus m^(Ug.k) = m^g.ktj) = 
m^(0(g.kTj)) = m^(Og.k) for k € C(E*). Therefore 
Ug = Og a.e. (m^). Now Ug and Og are continuous functions. 
Consequently, U = 0 and similarly V = V. Thus, given a 
shift-equivalence of Ruelle operators, the operators U and V 
in the shift-equivalence are of a "Ruelle type".
§5. WILLIAMS* PROBLEM REVISITED
We now try and deduce a shift-equivalence of Ruelle 
operators from a shift-equivalence of matrices S and T.
This will be attempted in two different ways. Unfortunately,
-25-
both methods yield only two out of the four equations 
required in the definition of shift-equivalent Ruelle 
operators.
For a 0-1 matrix S let 0n<S) be the number of
) such that S(in,i,),...,S(i_ .,i_) > 0. Then o' ’ n o i n—l n
0n(S) is the number of allowable word's of length n + 1.
We can define a 0 (S) x 0 (S) 0-1 matrix S_ by n n n
Sn(10....in' Jo....V  - 1 lff
*1 - J 0>-••p in * J n_ l -
The topological Markov chains (Ig,Og) and (ZT ,aT) are 
called adapted shift-equivalent if there exists £ £ 1 
such that and T^ are shift-equivalent with lag £. The 
following result is due to Parry:
Theorem 6 [13] (Parry)
(Zg,°g) and (ZT ,oT > are topologically conjugate if 
and only if they are adapted shift-equivalent.
In [13] Parry made some observations about the 
construction of adapted shift-equivalence from shift- 
equivalence which we will briefly summarise. A rectangular 
0 - 1 matrix is called a division matrix if its rows are
-26-
non-trivial and each column contains exactly one non-zero 
entry. A 0-1 matrix is called an amalgamation matrix if 
its transpose is a division matrix.
Proposition 4 [25J
If M is a non-trlvial non-negative integral matrix, 
then it can be written as M = DA, where D is a division 
matrix and A is an amalgamation matrix. This decomposition 
into the product of a division matrix with an amalgamation 
matrix is essentially unique in the sense that, if M = D'A' 
also, then D' = DP, A' = P-1A for some permutation matrix P.
If S and T are shift-equivalent with lag l then for all
n > 1 Parry gives a method for finding non-negative integer
matrices U and V such that U S  = T U , S V„ = V T .n n n n  n n n n n n
Although UnVn and VQUn do not necessarily equal Tn“ and
S„n respectively there are matrices u and v such that n  ^ n n
Moreover, if U = D,A. and u = D0A0 then D, = D0P and n i l  n 2 2 1 2
A1 = ^A2 for some permutations P and Q. That is, UQ and un 
only differ by a permutation inside the splitting and similarly
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for V and v„. n n
Let Wn(S) be the vector space of all real-valued 
functions on Eg which are dependent on the first n+1 
variables (f(x) = f(xQ,...,xn>). In [13] it was pointed 
out that the transpose of S (denoted by S*) has an inter­
pretation as a homomorphism acting on Wq (S) to itself:
S*f(x) - E f(y).
osy«x
Similarly the transpose S* of SQ can be viewed as a homomorphism
of W CS) into W„ -(S) c W (S): n n- 1 n
S’f(x) - Z f(y). 
osy=x
U* : W (T) -*■ W (S) and V* : W„(S) W (T) such that n n n n n n
S* U* - U*T* and V*S* - T*V* where S* T*, V*. U* are n n  n n  n n  n n  n’ n' n’ n
extensions of S* ,, T* ,, V* ,, U? . respectively. We now n—l n—l n—l n—l
amend our homomorphisms to make them simultaneously stochastic. 
To do this we require a result in the theory of matrices that 
has played an important role in the study of topological
Markov chains.
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7. Perron-Frobenius Theorem [18J
Suppose S is an n x n irreducible non-negative integer 
matrix. Then there exists an eigenvalue r such that
(i) r is real, r > 0.
(ii) With r there are associated strictly positive 
left and right eigenvectors.
(iii) r i | X | for any eigenvector X # r
(iv) r is a simple root of the characteristic equation
From the Perron-Frobenius Theorem we know that there 
is a X > 0 and unique (up to multiplication by a constant) 
strictly positive vectors r,p such that S*r = Xr and T*p = Xp. 
For a vector t, the matrix with t down the diagonal and zero 
elsewhere will be denoted by At- As S* U* = U* T* we obtain 
that
of S
- 1
X
) (a"1 U* Ap) -
where
r A" T* A) 1 - 1 and (-2------ E) 1 - 1
X X
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-) (A“ 1 U* Ap)l - (A" 1 Ü* Ap)l
homomorphisms in
=2) - (- _ E }  <_E------ E )
are stochastic.
Let q be the 0 (S) x 1 vector defined by q. . = r,
1o*‘ * '*xn i * o
and let t be the 0 (T) x 1 vector given by t, , = .
” ;i 'Jo
Then the four homomorphisms in
are stochastic. In a similar way V* S* = T* V* can ben n n n
amended.
Note that for f € W (S) we have
A~* S* A rx--- S— a)f(X ) - I (y)f(y) Where $(xn,x.) - r—  ° - e-In»R.
X osy«x 0 1  A rXl S
Since U W (S) is dense in C(Ig), we have shown hovs the observâtiais 
U2Ü ù
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made in £13] lead to a partial result along the lines of 
constructing a shift-equivalence of Ruelle operators by 
obtaining the equations U £_j = £_j U and V £_j = £_j V.
mS “t ” mT mS
We now attempt to deduce a shift-equivalence of Ruelle 
operators from a shift-equivalence of matrices by a different 
method. If S and T are shift-equivalent with lag l then 
SA and are strong shift-equivalent. This implies that 
(Eg, Og) arid (ET , a£) are topologically conjugate (cf. [25]) 
and by a similar argument to the one used in the proof of 
Theorem 3, it can be shown that there are continuous 
surjections : Eg E^ and t2 : Z^ Eg such that
o
a
l
T
l
S
T 1
t 2
= T1
= t 2
o,pis
for some p Z 1 .
By following a similar method to the one used in §4, we can 
derive from these equations positive linear operators
U : C(E*> -► C«*) and V : C<E*) - C(£g)
such that
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U £* = £ j U UV = L?1
mS mT mT
V i j  - i j  v vu - r j 4 .
■”r ms “s
Thus, by this process we can deduce two of the identities 
required in the definition of a shift-equivalence of Ruelle 
operators.
§6 . THE STOCHASTIC PROBLEM
We will apply the conclusions of Theorem 5 to the 
problem of classifying finite state stationary Markov chains 
up to blook-iaomorphiam i.e. a topological conjugacy which 
preserves the Markov measures. Williams' problem can be 
generalised to the Stochastic case and this was investigated 
in [14J and I16J. The topological problem is a special case 
of the block-isomorphism problem because a conjugating 
homeomorphism preserves the measures of maximal entropy.
Let P be a stochastic matrix and denote the matrix 
obtained from P by raising every non-zero entry to the power t, 
t £ R, by P1. Let p denote the unique probability vector such 
that pP ■ p. From the stochastic matrix P we can define a 
unique (Markov) probability measure mp € (Ep0), where mp is
o «-invariant. This is defined on the Borel subsets of Z „P° P°
and assigns p(iQ) P(iQ,i1) ... P<in_j,in> to the cylinder
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Irreducible stochastic matrices P and Q are said to be 
strong stochastic shift-equivalent if there are stochastic 
rectangular matrices V ... tV ^ such that for
every t 6 R
pt = U1 V1 U1 ' u2 V2 .... v£ Ui = Qt-
If stochastic matrices P and Q are strong stochastic shift- 
equivalent then (by putting t = 0) it is clear that P° and 
Q° are strong shift-equivalent. The classification of Markov 
chains up to block-isomorphism is given by the following 
result - the proof can be found in [14] and [16].
Theorem 8 (Parry and Williams)
The Markov chains (Z , o m ) and (IQO, ar>o* mo^ P P P W W W
are block-isomorphic if and only if P and Q are strong
stochastic shift-equivalent.
We say P and Q are stochastic shift-equivalent if 
there exists matrices U(t) and V(t) whose entries are non­
negative integral combinations of exponential functions c* 
for c > 0, such that
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0(t)p‘ - Q* U(t) V(t)U(t) = [P*],(4)
VCtJQ* = P4 V(t) U(t)V(t> - [Ql]|(A)
for some positive integer l, where [P*]**^ ([Q*]^*^) denotes 
the £.-th power of Pt(Qt) in the usual sense.
Strong stochastic shift-equivalence clearly implies 
stochastic shift-equivalence but it is an open problem 
whether stochastic shift-equivalence is a complete invariant 
for block-isomorphism. This conjecture is known as the 
generalised Williams' problem. If the generalised Williams' 
problem was solved then the (topological) Williams' problem 
would also be solved. The reverse implication is not true 
since a topological conjugacy will not necessarily preserve 
the Markov measures.
Now mT = m and mT = m . An immediate consequence
- v  p - V  «P Q
of this fact and Theorem 5 is:
Theorem 9
The Markov chains (I D)and (Z _ »o
block-isomorphic if and only if the Ruelle operators £j and
“p
£l are shift-equivalent.
'  mQ
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Therefore one way of approaching the generalised 
Williams' problem would be to try and deduce the shift- 
equivalence of and £- from the stochastic shift-
" “p '-Q
equivalence of P and Q. If P and Q are stochastic shift-
equivalent (with lag £) then (I , 0* , mp) ani* ^  o* °AQ » mO^ Are
P° P Q Q w
block-isomorphic. By following a method similar to the one
used in the proof of Theorem 5 we can show that there are
positive linear operators U : C(Z+Q) -► C(Z+Q ) and
♦ lr ifV : C(Z > C(Z > such that VU - £T and UV = £T for
Q P mp
some p 2 1. Hence, just as in the topological case, one can
deduce two of our required equations by this method.
Alternatively, we could have used the stochastic version of
adapted shift-equivalence defined in [14] and followed a
procedure similar to the one used in §5.
§7. SUSPENSION FLOWS
Let (Zg,ag) be a subshift of finite type and let 
f e C(Z_) be strictly positive. We can define a compact 
metric space Eg = {(x,s) e Zg x R+ : x € Zg , 0 £ s S f(x)} 
where (x,f(x)) and (ogx, 0) are identified. The t-suspension
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of og is the vertical flow defined on Eg by the local flow
= (x,s+t) when 0 £ s £ f(x), 0 S s+t S f(x) for
ft € R. Eg can be transformed into a measure space by taking 
the a-algebra generated by the sets
Eg n {A x B : A is a cylinder, B is Lebesgue measurable}.
(y x£)./y(f) where i is Lebesgue measure and y 6 M(Eg) is 
Og-invariant (here y(f) denotes I f dy).
For strictly positive functions f e C(Eg) and h € (ET>
all t e n .  In due course we will give sufficient conditions 
for two suspension flows to be topologically conjugate. To 
this end we need the following:
Lemma 3 [15]
If f, g € C(Eg) are strictly positive functions such
f ethat f = g + kOg - k for some k € C(Eg) then ot and o® are 
topologically conjugate.
f
The o^-invariant probability measures on Eg all have the form
we say that a* and are topologically conjugate if there 
exists a homeomorphism $ : Eg E^ such that o^ 4> = 4>o* for
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If y € M(Eg) is Og-invariant then the topological 
conjugacy constructed in Lemma 3 preserves the measures 
(y x £)/y( f) and (y *i.)/y(g).
Lemma 4 [20]
Let f € F0(S), then there exists f' € F ,(S) = Fa(S)
and g € C(Zg) such that f = f' + gog - g and f'(x) = f'(y) 
whenever x^  ^= y^  ^for i 2 0.
If the function f in Lemma 4 is bounded away from zero, 
(Snf') is strictly positive for large enough n. This 
function differs from f  by a function of the form kog-k for 
some k €C(Zg) and so f' may be taken to be a strictly positive 
function which acts on Zg and Eg.
Suppose that we are given a f-suspension flow
V E i - Z * .  where f € Fg(S). From Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 we can
assume that f is a function of the future (f(x)=f(xQx 1 ...))
belonging to F+,(S). Our main result in this section is the 
0*
following:
Theorem 10
Let f € Fg(S) and h € Fg(T) be strictly positive 
functions where P(f) = P(h). If jC^  and are shift-equivalent,
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there is a topological conjugacy ♦ :
(mf xi)/mf(f) 4>- 1 » (mh xj,)/mh(h).
Proof
If £f and £fa are shift-equivalent, we 
5 that there is a topological conjugacy t :  
that mfT- 1 = mh* By Proposition 2 m ^ r - 1  = 
nij = Thus from Proposition 3 and the
P(f) = P(h), there is a k E F9(S) such that
Define Z* -*• zj by
<Kx,s) = ( t ( x ) ,  s  + k(x) ),
then
(x(x), fix) + k(x))
(T(x), hx(x) + kag(x))
(aT t(x ), kas(x>)
and
(t Og(x), kog(x))
(ot t(x ) , kog(x))
such that
know from Theorem 
Zg ZT such 
m^ and so 
fact that 
f = hx + kos-k.
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Therefore 4» preserves identifications and it is easy to 
check that the homeomorphism ♦ conjugates the flows a* and
Since m_T_1 = m. , then it is clear that x h
mf(f) = mh(h) and
(mf x ¿ymf(f) 4>_1=(mh x ¿)/mh(h).
This completes the proof.
Suppose that we are given two suspension flows where 
the suspending functions are in F* and that these suspension 
flows support a flow-invariant measure derived from the 
equilibrium state of a function in F* . We will now give a 
sufficient condition for the suspension flows to be 
topologically conjugate by a conjugacy that preserves these 
flow-invariant measures.
Corollary 10.1
Let i,g € FgCS) and h, k C p J(T> where P(f> - P(h). 
Suppose that £f and £h are shift-equivalent (with lag A) and 
for the operator V : C(Z^) -*■ C(Eg) in the shift-equivalence 
there exists c £ R and w € ^(S) such that
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vu£(k) = g + wos - w + c . Then there is a topological 
conjugacy <t>: Zg such that
(mg xA)/mg(f) 4»- 1 =<mk x
Proof
Let 4> and t be defined as in Theorem 10. The proof
of Proposition 1 shows that x is the natural extension of a 
+ + 0map : Zg -*• ZT where VUTk = kxj. Consequently,
kTj = g + wog + c and by Proposition 3 From
Proposition 2, m. x.KTj 1
m x_1 = m, . Now m (f) 
6 K s
m^ and so mg x^-* = mk » hence 
mgUvc) = mk(h) and it is easy to
check that
(mg x i,)/mg(f ) 4> 1 = (mk x £,)/n^Ch).
§8. CLASSIFICATION OF ONE-SIDED MARKOV CHAINS
The topological classification of one-sided subshifts 
of finite type is much simpler than the classification of the 
two-sided subshifts. For the subshifts of finite type 
(Zg,os) and (Z^,aT> there is a finite procedure for determining 
whether they are topologically conjugate i.e. whether there 
exists a homeomorphism <|>:Zg Z^ such that <J>Og = .
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For matrices S and T we say that S is a division of T 
and write S < T if there exists non-negative integer matrices 
D and R, where D is of division shape, such that
S - DR and T - RD.
Given a matrix S we say that SQ is a total division of S 
provided:
(i) SQ < Ax < ... < Ar = S for some sequence of matrices.
(ii) SQ has no repeated row.
Williams proved the following classification theorem:
Theorem 11 125] (Williams)
Every square matrix S over Z+ has a total division Sq . 
(Ig,Og) and (Z^,aT) are topologically conjugate if and only 
if their total divisions SQ, TQ are conjugate by a permutation 
<S0 ■ P T0 P'1).
We will extend this classification up to bloek-isomorphism 
i.e. a topological conjugacy that preserves Markov measures.
Let P(t) and Q(t) be square matrices with no trivial rows 
or columns whose entries are non-negative integral combinations
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of exponential functions c* for c > 0. Also suppose that 
P(l) and Q(l) are stochastic. We say that Q(t) ia a division 
of P(t) and write Q(t) < P(t) if there exists rectangular 
matrices R(t) and D(t) whose entries are non-negative 
integral combinations of exponential functions ct for c > 0, 
such that RC1) and D(l) are stochastic, D(0) is a division 
matrix and
P(t) «= R(t) D(t)
Q(t) * D(t) R(t).
If there exists matrices Pn(t),...,P (t) such that u n
PQ(t) = P(t), PQ(t) = Q(t) and for each 1 £ i £ n-1 either 
P^(t) < pi+1 (t) or pi+1 <t) < PA(t) we say that P(t) and Q(t) 
are related. Given a matrix P(t) a total division is a 
matrix Pg(t) satisfying (i)
(i) PQ(t) < Pj(t) < ... < Pn(t) = P(t) for some sequence 
of matrices.
(ii) Pg(t) has no column which is some exponential c* times 
another column.
At the end of this section we will prove:
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Theorem 12
Every stochastic matrix P has a total division
Pn(t), (Z+ , a , mp) and (E+ , a , mQ) are block-isomorphic 
P P Q Q w
if and only if the total, divisions PQ(t) and QQ(t) are
conjugate by a permutation (PQ(t) = S-1Q0(t)S).
The proof of Theorem 12 will closely follow the proof 
of Theorem 11 given by Williams in £25].
Suppose that a and n are partitions of Z+Qithen we write
a £ n every element of the partition a is a union of
elements of n* For n 2 0 let
av o”*a v...vo-** = {A. n... flA : A. € o_^a 0 £ i £ n} po po 1 n i po
and denote this partition by an. We shall need the following 
Lemma:
Lemma 5 [16]
Suppose that P is an irreducible stochastic matrix, 
let 8 and n be partitions of (Z+Q , o Q , mp) into closed-open 
sets and suppose a 5 n S a1 . Define two stochastic matrices 
indexed by a x n*
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m (K fl E)
(a.n) (K.E) - lp(K)
and
[a,n]0p0(K,E)
mp(K (1 E) 
mp(K)
for
(K,E) € a x n
then
[o,n] In.o] - ( “ . « ) 0p0
and
t n .a ]0pO U ,n 3  - (n ,n 3 0p0.
Note that [a,n] has division shape and that the products 
[a,nJt In,a]* 0 and In.otJ^  Q Ic^n]* are 0-1 matrices when t = 0.
Lemma 6
If P and Q are stochastic matrices and <J>: Z+Q -*■ Z+Q 
is a block-isomorphism then Pt and Q1 are related.
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Let n = <J> a 0 and choose n such that n £ a Q and 
a Q S nD* Consider the following sequence of partitions:
apQv n“"A s n s <op0 V n >J
a v nn 2 s a v nn_1 s (a v n11-2)] 
p p p
I ^
aDo v n  £ apo V  n s ( a  v n ) 1.
By raising each of the matrices defined in Lemma 4 to the 
power t, we have that [nn*nn]* 0 and [a v n, a v Q
are related. Now [a -a
P° P° UP'
t
UPW P~
n jt 
o° opo
P* and [n»n]
Pw
Q*.
These matrices are clearly related to [an_,an ]* and [nn fnn]*p° (TpO °pP~
respectively. Hence P and Q are related.
We now show how total divisions can always be found.
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Lemma 7
Let P(t) be a square matrix with no trivial rows or 
columns such that P(l) is stochastic and whose entries are non­
negative integral combinations of exponential functions. Then 
we can find a total division Pg(t) of P(t).
Proof
Let P(t) be a n x n matrix and suppose column j - c*
column i. Let the integer k vary over the set
1 , . . . , i , . . . , j - l , j + 1 , . . .  , n . D e f i n e  a n x ( n - 1 )  mat r i x  R ( t )
where column k of R(t) equals column k of P(t) if k / i.
When k = i let column k of R(t) equal (1+c). column i.
Now let D' be the (n-1) x n division matrix that partitions
the standard row vectors that generate Zn f into
n- 1 sets where = {y^} *or k * i an(^
for k = i. We now construct D(t) by altering
the unique non-zero entry of column i in D' to -- -— + and
(l+c)*
changing the unique non-zero entry of column j of D 1 to
ct-----z-. Then D(l) and R(l) are stochastic matrices with
(1+c) 1
P(t) = R(t)D(t). We now repeat this procedure if necessary 
on D(t) R(t). Since the size of our matrices are being
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reduced every time this procedure is followed, we will 
eventually obtain a total division of P(t). We shall need 
the following Lemma:
Lemma 8
Suppose B(t) and C(t) are divisions of P(t), then 
there exists A(t) which is a division of both B(t) and 
C(t).
Proof
Let P(t) be n x n, B(t) m x m and C(t) r x r. Let q 
be the smallest number such that the columns of P(t) can be 
partitioned into two sets Wj and W2 of q and n-q columns 
respectively, where each column of W2 is some exponential 
(ct, for c > 0) times one of the columns in W^. Express 
P(t) as a product R^(t) D^(t) where R^(t) is n x q and 
D^(t) is q x n by the method used in Lemma 7 and put 
A(t) = Dj(t) RjCt).
Since B(t) is a division of P(t) there are matrices 
D2(t) and Rg(t) such that
P(t) - R2(t) D2Ct)
B(t) = D2(t) R2(t)
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We claim that there exists a q x m matrix D^(t) such that
Dg(0) is division, Dgil) is stochastic and DjCt) = D3(t)D2<t).
Let the standard row vectors which generate Zn, Zq and Zm
be (x1 ,...,xn), {y1 ,...,yq} and respectively.
The division matrix D^O) gives a partition U 1 #...tUq of
{x1 ,...,xnJ and similarly D2<0) gives a paritition
of {x,,...,x >. Now for each 1 £ j S m, the 1 ' ' m l n
columns of P(t) corresponding to all the xk ’s in are an
exponential times each other. But U^,...,Uq is the smallest
partitioning of the x^'s into sets whose corresponding
columns are related by being an exponential times each
other. Thus {V,,...,V } refines {U1t...,U }. Let D- be 1 m 1 q o
the division matrix that partitions {zlt...,zm> into sets 
Yl»***»Yq where Zj € Yi 11 Vj c Ui» then Di<°> m °3 D2(0).
If D3(i,J) - 1 and xfc € Vj c U±, then Dj<t> (i,k) # 0, 
D2<t)(j,k) # 0 and we can define Dg(t) by
D.(t) (i,k)
D,(t) (i,j) - ---------
D2(t) (j,k)
We must check that this definition is unambiguous so suppose 
xk* x£ € Vj c Ui* Choose s such that P(t) (s,k) * 0, as 
P(tl (s,k) = Rj(t) (s,i)Dj(t)(i,k) we have that 
R1 (t)(•,!) # 0. Now
V
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D 1 (t)(i,k) D2(t)(j,l>
P( t ) (s,k) D2(t)(J,A) 
Rj<t> (s,i)
R2(t)(s,J) D2Ct)(J,k) D 2 (t)(J,t) 
Rx(t) (s,i)
P(t)(s,A) D2(t)(J,k) 
Rjit) <s,i)
= DjCtXi.A) D2(t)(J,k).
Hence
D2(t)(j,k) D2(t)(j,£)
and D3(t) is defined unambiguously. Clearly
Dj(tl = D3(t) D2(t) and Dg(l) is stochastic since if 1 £ i £ q 
then
V
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m m n
£ D,(l)(i,J) - £ D„(l)(i,j) ( £ D9(l)(j,k))
j- 1 3 J-l 3 k- 1 2
-  £ £ D . ( 1 ) ( i , j ) Da ( l ) ( J , k )
k=l j-l 3 2
n
- £ D.(l)(i,k)
k- 1 1
Define Rg(t) = DgCt) R^t) and A(t) = D3(t)R3<t),
then
CD2(t)R2(t)) D2(t) - D2(t) Rx(t) Dx(t)
= (D2(t) Rjit) D3(t)j D2(t).
Since each column of D2(t) contains only one non-zero entry 
we conclude that D2(t) R2<t) - Da<t> Rjit) D3<t).
V
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Hence A(t) < B(t), similarly A(t) < C(t) and the 
Lemma is proved.
We may now prove Theorem 12:
Proof of Theorem 12
By Lemma 7 total divisions PQ(t) and QQ(t) can always 
be found. If PQ(t) “ S-1 Qg(t)S for some permutation matrix S, 
then PQ(t) < QQ(t) and so pt and Q* are related. Suppose 
that for matrices Pjit) and P2<t) we have that Pjit) < P2(t) 
and
P2(t) «= RCt) D(t)
PjCt) - D(t) R(t).
The division matrix D(0) defines a topological conjugacy 
between the one-sided subshifts of finite type <Ep (q )» °P2<0)^
and (E* (0), op (0)) (of. [25]). This topological conjugacy 
will preserve the measures given by Pj(l) and P2(l) on 
P1<0) and P2<0) respectively (cf. [14]). By composing all 
the block-isomorphisms given by the division matrices, we 
conclude that there exists a block-isomorphism from E+Q onto
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Conversely, let $ be a block-isomorphism from Z+Q onto 
Z*Q. Then by Lemma 6 and Lemma 7, PQ(t) and are related
by a string of matrices PQ(t), Pj(t)t...,Pr<t) - QQ(t).
These can be thought of as vertices of a polygonal line (see 
Fig. 1.) with a side joining P.(t) to P^jCt) up to the 
right if P.(t) < Pi+i<t) and down to the right if 
Pi+l(t) < PA<t). If P^t) and Pi+1(t) are conjugate by 
a permutation matrix then we draw a horizontal line.
\ / 
N /
\ /
\ /
\ /v
PitlCt)
Figure 1
Using Lemma 8 any peak vertex of this graph can be 
lowered to obtain a lowest graph connecting PQ(t) to 
Pr(t) = Qq (t). This lowest graph cannot contain a local
V
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minima for then there would be a strictly smaller total 
division of PQ(t) and Q0<t). Hence PQ(t) and QQ(t) are 
related by a permutation matrix.
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§0. INTRODUCTION
We will be investigating a problem in the measure- 
theoretic classification of real analytic Lebesgue measure­
preserving expanding endomorphisms of the circle posed by 
Shub and Sullivan in £6J. It was shown in £5] that any two 
expanding maps of the same degree are topologically conjugate 
by a homeomorphism of the circle but in general these homeo- 
morphisms do not preserve Lebesgue measure.
For i = 1,2 let fi be endomorphisms of the Lebesgue 
spaces (X^, B^, y^). We say that the two systems (X^,B1 ,y^,f 
and (Xg,Bg,yg,£2  ^are i8°morPhic if there are sets of measure 
zero Aj c Xj, Ag •= Xg and a one-to-one onto map Xj^Aj -»■ Xg^Ag 
such that <j>f^ = fg<j> on Xj^Aj and y(<j>-1E) = yg(E) for all 
measurable E c XgVAg. The classification problem in Ergodic 
Theory is to determine when two given endomorphisms are 
isomorphic. As usual in measure theory, we do not distinguish 
between functions which coincide a.e. and so functions need 
only be defined a.e.
Let 1 £ r £ b> and f : S1 -*■ S1 be a Cr Lebesgue 
measure-preserving endomorphism. Then if Df denotes the 
derivative of f, we say that f is expanding if there exists 
X € R such that |Df(z)| > X > 1 for all z € S*. If f and g 
are Lebesgue measure-preserving endomorphisms of S* and there
V
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exists a Borel measurable bijection <J> of S1 which is non- 
singular with respect to Lebesgue measure and satisfies 
$f = g$, then we say that 4» is an absolutely continuous 
conjugacy between f and g. The following result tells us 
that under certain conditions, if two endomorphisms are 
isomorphic, they are isomorphic by an isometry. The analytic 
case was proved by F. Przytycki in [4],
Proposition 1. [6]
Let f and g be Lebesgue measure-preserving expanding 
endomorphisms of S1 such that $f - g<J> for an absolutely 
continuous conjugacy <t>, then there is an isometry R of the 
circle such that <J> = R a.e.
Countable-to-one positively measurable non-singular 
maps have Jacobian derivatives (see [2], [3] and [10] for 
details) which we denote by |D|. For C1 Lebesgue measure­
preserving endomorphisms the Jacobian derivative is simply 
the absolute value of the derivative of the endomorphism.
We say that the Jacobian derivatives |Df| and |Dg| are 
isomorphic if there is a Lebesgue measure-preserving auto­
morphism 4> of S1 such that |Df| - |Dg|<>. If 4 is a Lebesgue 
measure-preserving automorphism of S 1 then |D$| * 1. Therefore, 
if $ is an isomorphism between f and g, we have by the chain
V
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rule that |Df | ■ |Dg | <t> and so the Jacobians will be isomorphic. 
When our endomorphisms are real analytic and expanding, the 
following theorem of Shub and Sullivan shows that this 
invariant is nearly complete.
Theorem 1. [6] (Shub and Sullivan)
Let f and g be real analytic expanding endomorphisms 
of S1 which preserve Lebesgue measure. Suppose that the 
Jacobian derivatives of f and g are isomorphic, then there 
are isometries R^ and Rg of S1 such that R^* g Rj a Rjf*
Hence if f and g have the same degree they are iso­
morphic up to a phase factor if their Jacobians are isomorphic. 
The problem posed by Shub and Sullivan was to determine 
complete measure-theoretic isomorphism invariants. Although 
we were not able to settle this completely we will introduce 
new measure-theoretic isomorphism invariants in §1 and §2 
which enable us to study the phase factor and to obtain some 
related classification results. In §3 we give complete 
invariants for f and g to be isomorphic but these invariants 
have a mixed measure-theoretic and topological nature.
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51. THE PHASE GROUP
We now wish to investigate a certain group that can 
be associated with a continuous surjection f : S1 S1. We 
will give examples of this group and show that it is a measure-
2theoretic isomorphism invariant for C Lebesgue measure­
preserving expanding endomorphisms. Let
Gf - {a € S 1 s 36 € S1 such that f(az) = gf(z) Vz € S1},
then Gf is a group where the multiplication of group elements
is given by normal multiplication of complex numbers and we
call Gf a phase group. G^ is never empty since 1 £ G^ and as Gf is a
closed subgroup of S1 it is either all of S 1 or the p-th
roots of unity for some integer p 5 1 .
Lemma 1
If f : S1 +  S1 is a continuous surjection with degree d 
then f(z) = czd for some constant c 6 S1 if and only if 
Gf = Sl.
Proof
Suppose f(z) = czd and a € S*, then if 6 = ad we have 
that f(az) = 6f(z) for all z € S*, hence G^ = S*.
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Conversely, if = S* then we can define a trans­
formation h : S* ■+ S* by h(a) = 6 if f(az) = Bf(z) for all 
z € S1. h is a group homomorphism since if f(a^z) » Bjf(z) 
and f(a2z) = B2f(z) we have that
f(.a.a0z) h(.a.)l(.a0z)
h(a.a9) - ---— —  = ---------  - h(a.)h(a9).
1 2 f(z) f(z) 1 2
Now the group homomorphisms of S1 all take the form z zA 
for some l € Z and so f(az) = a^f(z). Putting z = 1 and 
allowing a to vary, we see that f(z) * £(l)z* for all z € S* 
and so l = d.
We will need the following Lemma:
Lemma 2
Suppose that f : S* S 1 is a continuous surjection 
with degree d, then if a € Gf, we have that f(az) = adf(z) 
for all z € S1.
Proof.
When Gj = S1 this Lemma is an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 1 so we are reduced to dealing with the case when
V
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Let f : R  -*• R  be a lift of f, then we can write f as 
f(x) = q + dx + 0(x) where q € Z and 0(x + l) = 0(x) for all 
x € R .  As Gf * S1, we know that Gf consists of the p-th 
roots of unity for some integer p à i .  Let A € Z and b € R 
such that if a = g^iA/p. , $ = e217**5 then f(az) = 0f(z) 
for all z e S1. Since f(e2,Iix) = e2lrlf<xW  all x € K we 
have that
f(x ♦ |) - (b ♦ fix)) : B ■» Z
is a continuous function and so is equal to a constant m € Z. 
Consequently,
0<x + b  » b + m — + Q<x>P P
and iterating we have that
0(x + 1 ) = pb + mp - dA + 0(x).
dTherefore pb + mp - dA = 0 and we conclude that 6 = a .
We now give examples of real analytic expanding Lebesgue 
measure-preserving endomorphisms of the circle with degree d
whose phase group has order p for integers d à 2 and p à 1 .
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Let D = { z € Œ :  |z| il> and B : D + D be the Blaschke product
B(z) d- 1 (z-a)
(1-az)
where |a| < 1. The restriction of B to the circle will be
denoted by fg. The function fg is real analytic, expanding
and preserves Lebesgue measure on S1 (cf. [1]). If a 6 G.
r 0
then by Lemma 2 fg(az) = ad fQ(z) and by comparing coefficients
of zd we have that a = 1 and so G_ is trivial.
r 0
Let f : S1 S1 be a p-fold cover of fg, i.e. f is a 
real analytic Lebesgue measure-preserving endomorphism of S1 
with degree d such that the following diagram commutes.
If a £ Gf then by Lemma 2 f(oz) = ctdf(z>. By raising all the 
terms in this equation to the power p we have that 
fQ(aP zp) = adp fg(zp) and so aP € Gf .^ Therefore the order 
of divides p. Conversely, since Gf is trivial, the order 
of Gf is greater than or equal to p. This is
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because if u = e2iri/p then (f(o>z))p ■ (f(z))p and as f is 
continuous, there is an integer k such that f(u>z) = tuk f(z). 
Hence k = d and w € G^. Consequently, the phase group Gf has 
order p.
By starting with an orientation reversing Blaschke 
product and following the method described above, we can give 
examples of orientation reversing endomorphisms whose phase 
groups have order p.
For a continuous surjection f of S* and an isometry R 
of S 1 it is not hard to see that Gf ■ GRf = GfR. An immediate 
consequence of this fact and Proposition 1 is:
Proposition 2
2Suppose that f and g are isomorphic C Lebesgue measure­
preserving expanding endomorphisms of S1, then Gf = Gg .
In view of the above remark and Theorem 1 we also have: 
Proposition 3
If f and g are real analytic Lebesgue measure-preserving 
expanding endomorphisms of S1 with isomorphic Jacobians then
V
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af for some a e G.
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Proof
If |Df21 = |Dg2 |<j> then by the chain rule 
I Df I f - I Df | = | Dg | g . | Dg | 4>. Now since | Df | > 1 and |Df| = |Dg|<J> 
we have that | Df | f = |Dg|g(j>. From Theorem 1 there is an 
isometry R of S1 and a constant a € S1 such that R-1gR = af.
The proof of Theorem 1 shows that there is a set X of positive
— 1 2measure such that R = <j> on X. A s R  g R  = afaf we use the 
chain rule to obtain that
|Dg|gR. |Dg|R - |Df|of.|Df|.
Now |Df| = |Dg|R and so |Dg|gR = |Df| af, therefore
| Df | f = | Dg | g(p = | Dg | gR = | Df | af on X.
In other words |Df|(z) = |Df|(az) for all z contained in a 
set of positive measure and by analytic continuation 
|Df|( z) = |Df|(az) for all z € S1. Therefore, there is a 
constant 6 € S1 such that f(az) = 3f(z) for all z € S1, thus 
a € Gj and the theorem is proved.
As corollaries to Theorem 2, we now give complete 
measure theoretic isomorphism invariants for various classes 
of real analytic measure-preserving expanding endomorphisms of S
V
By Proposition 3 the isomorphism of the Jacobians 
implies that the pfcas-e groups are the same and we therefore 
have:
Corollary 2.1
Let f and g be real analytic Lebesgue measure-preserving 
expanding endomorphisms of S1 with the same degree and such 
that Gf or Gg is trivial. Then there is a isometry R of S1 
such that Rf = gR if and only if there is a Lebesgue measure­
preserving automorphism <j> of S1 such that |Df| =| Dg|<}> and |Df21 = |Dg214>.
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Suppose that f has degree d and Gf has finite order p 
where p and d-1 are coprime. If 0 =  e2lllfe and there is an
integer i such that R-1gR = u^f for some isometry R of S1, 
then there is an isometry Rj^  of S1 with R^1 gRj = f. This is 
because if m and q are integers'satisfying m(d-l) = qp + 1 
then defining the isometry Rj by R^(z) = R(a)m^z) and using 
Lemma 2, we have that:
R-1 gRj M«(d- 1 > R-lgR
_ m i ( d - l ) + £  .— U) x
» f .
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Combining this with Theorem 2 we have:
Corollary 2.2
Let f and g be real analytic Lebesgue measure-preserving 
expanding endomorphisms of S* with degree d and suppose that 
the order of or is coprime to d-1. Then there is a
isometry R of S* such that Rf = gR if and only if there is a 
Lebesgue measure-preserving automorphism $ of S1 such that 
|Df| = |Dg|* and |Df2| - |Dg2|*.
In particular we have:
Corollary 2.3
Let f and g be real analytic Lebesgue measure-preserving 
expanding endomorphisms of S* with degree d where d- 1 is a 
prime number and the order of G^ or is not equal to d-1 .
Then there is a isometry R of S1 such that Rf = gR if and only 
if there is a Lebesgue measure-preserving automorphism <j> of 
S1 such that |Df | - | Dg | 4> and |Df2| - |Dg2|*.
Corollary 2.4
Let f and g be real analytic Lebesgue measure-preserving 
expanding endomorphisms of S1 with degree d where |d| = 2, then 
there is an isometry R of S1 such that Rf = gR if and only if 
there is a Lebesgue measure-preserving automorphism $ of S* 
such that | Df | = |Dg|<j> and | Df21 = |Dg2 |<j>.
2Suppose that f and g are C Lebesgue measure-preserving
endomorphisms of S1 and let Hf = {afn : a € Gf, n € Z+),
semi - ooethen Hf can be made into a where the group operation is
simply composition of functions i.e. oijf11 ♦ a2 fm = otjf" (ct2fm) 
Note that if f has degree d € Z+ then from Lemma 2 
Ojfn (ot2fm) = a2dn ^n+ra* We say that is isomorphic to 
Hg if there is a Lebesgue measure-preserving automorphism <|> of 
S1 such that the map y:Hf -*■ Hg given by afn <J> afn <t>- 1  is a 
bijection where <|> af“ «!)""1 need cnly equal an element of Hg a.e.
If cCt is isomorphic to g for some a € Gf , we have by Proposition 
1 that there is an isometry R of S1 such that R_1gR = af and 
clearly this implies that is isomorphic to H^. We therefore 
have:
Corollary 2.5
Let f and g be real analytic Lebesgue measure-preserving 
expanding endomorphisms of S1, then Hf is isomorphic to Hg if 
and only if there is a Lebesgue measure-preserving automorphism 
* of S1 such that |Df| - |Dg|$ and | Df2 1 - |Dg2|*.
We will now briefly describe two other measure-theoretic 
isomorphism invariants for Lebesgue measure-preserving 
endomorphisms of S1 (cf. [3] and [10]). Let f and g be 
countable-to-one Lebesgue measure-preserving endomorphisms 
of S1. Using Rohlin's theory of measurable partitions (cf. [9]) 
we can assume that our endomorphisms have been modified so
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that they are positively measurable and non-singular, i.e. 
there are null sets Aj, A2 e S1 such that f|gl^A and g|gl^A
map measurable sets to measurable sets and null sets to null 
sets.
Let 3(f) denote the smallest o-algebra such that 
f” 1 3(f) <= 6(f) and |Df| is measurable with respect to 3(f).
If there is a Lebesgue measure-preserving automorphism <p of 
S1 such that 3(g) = <|>3(f) then we say that 3(f) and 3(g) are 
isomorphic. If <(> is an isomorphism between f and g then 
3(g) = <i>3(f) and so this is a measure-theoretic isomorphism 
invariant. We say that f and g are sequentially equivalent 
if there are automorphisms <J>Q, 0^,.... of S1 such that 
<J>n+1f = g<J>n for n 2 0. Clearly this is a measure-theoretic 
isomorphism invariant. This invariant is closely related to 
the notion of isomorphic sequences of o-algebras studied by 
Versik in £7J and £8J .
Now suppose that f and g are Lebesgue measure-preserving
endomorphisms of S 1 with degree d such that R-1gR = af for
dan isometry R and a € Gf. Since f(az) = a f(z) we have that 
|Df|(az) = |Df|(z) and if £ denotes the Lebesgue a-algebra 
of R then
-69-
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B_1 6(g) - R' 1 V g"n iDgl' 1 (£) 
n=0
80* R '1 | Dg | * 1 (£) V V f n a ~ <J~1 R~l  | Dg |- 1  (£) 
n=l
f d —1 V. <arr >
IDf | -A <£) V V 1 “ a" |Df | (jC)
- |Df|- 1  « )  V V l"n | Df | - 1  <£> n=l
= 6(f).
Therefore 6(f) and 6(g) are isomorphic. To show that f and g 
are sequentially equivalent define <J>Q(z) = R(z) and (J>i(zl = 
dA-l
R(a z) for i 2 1. Using Lemma 2 and the fact that a is 
an element of the phase groups of f and g we have that 
<t>n+1f = g<J>n for all n 2 0. Since R_1gR = af for a € Gf we 
dn-l
get that R_1gnR = ad_1 f for a 1 1 n * Using the chain rule,
we conclude that |Dln| - |Dgn |R lor all n i l .  Combining all 
these observations with Theorem 2 gives:
v
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Proposition 4
Let f and g be real analytic Lebesgue measure-preserving 
expanding endomorphisms of S1 with the same degree. If there 
is a Lebesgue measure-preserving automorphism <p of S1 such that 
I Df | - | Dg | 4> and |Df2| = |Dg2|* then!-
(i) f and g are sequentially isomorphic.
(ii) 3(f) is isomorphic to 3(g).
(iii) There is a Lebesgue measure-preserving automorphism 
^ of S1 such that
|Dfn| = |Dgn |* for all n i l .
§3. COMPLETE INVARIANTS FOR ISOMETRIC ISOMORPHISM
Throughout this section we will assume that f and g 
are real analytic Lebesgue measure-preserving expanding 
endomorphisms with degree d. We will give complete invariants 
for f and g to be isomorphic but these invariants will have a 
measure-theoretic and topological nature. By Proposition 1, 
to give complete invariants for f and g to be isomorphic, it 
is enough to give complete invariants for f and g to be 
isomorphic by an isometry and this is what we will do.
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We begin by showing that when the order of is finite 
f is isomorphic to a endomorphism defined on the product of 
the circle and the phase group.
Suppose that Gf has order p £ Z+, let u> = e27ri/^  and 
denote Gf = <w> by G. Define the measurable function k : S1 -*■ 
by k(z) = ur if z can be written as z = zQ u>r for 
0 £ arg (Zq ) < and r £ Z. Then if i denotes Lebesgue
measure on S1 and hG denotes the Haar probability measure on 
G, we have that ¥ : S 1 -*■ S1 x G given by z + (zp, k(z)l is 
a measurable bijection such that AY- 1 = A x h„. Consider the 
endomorphism 1 : S1 x G S1 x G given by 1 : y fY-1. If fQ
is the unique endomorphism of S* such that the following 
diagram commutes
then Gf ■ {1> and it is easy to check that f(z,y) = (fQ(z), 
af(z)yd) for some measurable af : S1 -► G.
v
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In the same way, if the order of G is p we can define
g : S1 x g -*■ S1 x G where g(z,y) = (g_(z), a (z)yd) for some
1 g measurable a : S G. e
We will also need to represent isometries of S1 as 
skew-products. Suppose that R(z) = czm is an isometry of S1 
where c € S1, m € {-1,1} and let Rq be the unique isometry 
which makes the following diagram commute
R(z,y) = (Rn(z), on(z)y )
for some measurable an : S G.
When Gj has finite order p, we can define two factors 
of J that depend on a certain decomposition of p. By writing p 
as a product of powers of prime numbers, it is not hard to see
v
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that p has a unique decomposition into a product of two 
positive integers Pj and p2 where Pj is coprime to d- 1 and
P2 divides (d-l)k for some k 2 1. For w as above let 
Pi Po 1 IGx - <w A>, G2 ■ <w *> and define fj : Sx x G± - S1 x Gj
and I, l Sl * G, * i1 « Gj by IjCz.y) = (fpU), a^izjy11), 
I2(a,y) - (I0(z), aj2(z)yd).
Now the following diagrams commute
S1 x Gj
(z,y)
+
p,
(z.y *)
s1
1
f1
S1 x Gx
Cz,y)
+
p ,
(z.y *)
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therefore, with respect to the measures A x h and A x h„
G1 G2
on S1 x Gj and S1 x G2 respectively, we have that fj and f2 
are factors of ?.
Similarly define : S 1 x g i S1 x Q^ggiS1 x g 2 -*■ S1 x g 2 ,
Rj : S1 x G± -*■ S1 x Gj and R2 : S1 x g2 S 1 x g 2 .
We will now describe a new measure-theoretic isomorphism 
invariant. This invariant consists of a Jacobian condition 
and something which resembles a coboundary equation.
Suppose Gf and Gg have finite order p » pjP2 and 
R(z) = czm is an isometry of S1 such that Rf = gR, then 
R i = g R and consequently RQf0 = gQ RQ and
amf * a
d
R *
In particular
mp
°f
Pi dp
0> * “g <r o )-“h
Observe that if p2 = 1 then G^ = {1} and this last equation 
becomes trivial.
v
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Proposition 5
Let f and g be real analytic expanding Lebesgue 
measure-preserving endomorphisms of S1 with degree d. Then
if f and g are isomorphic, there is an isometry R(z) = czm
the following Lemma which tells us when we can build up from 
isomorphic factors ?^, g  ^ (i = 1 ,2) to an isomorphism of I 
and g.
Lemma 3
Let f and g be real analytic Lebesgue measure-preserving 
expanding endomorphisms of S1 with degree d such that Gf and 
Gg have order p € Z+. For fQ, fj, ? 2 and gQ, gj, g2 defined 
above we have that f is isomorphic to g if and only if
(i) There is an isomorphism d>Q s S1 S1 such that
such that | Df | - |Dg|R, |D12| * |Dg2|R and if Gf< = 0g) 
has order p 6 Z+ where p = PjP2 is the decomposition of p 
given above, there is a measurable map c : S* -*■ such that
Pj™o,
To prove that this invariant is complete, we will need
♦o f 0 J s0 *0
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(ii) For i = 1,2 there are isomorphisms : S* x -*■ S* x Gj^ 
such that = g.^ ^  and = $qTt where tt is the
projection onto the first coordinate.
Proof
Suppose that f and g are isomorphic, then by Proposition 1 
there is an isometry R of S1 such that Rf = gR. By letting 
<j>g = Rq , = Rj and $2 = R2 it is easy to check that conditions
(i) and (ii) are satisfied.
Conversely, let
X - {((z1.y1),(z2,y2>J e (S1 x Gj> x (S1x Gj ^ Z j = z2> 
and define
A : X ♦ S1 x o 
by
<zj*y2J) ♦ (zl'yly2)-
The group G is isomorphic to the group w^ere Fj e G^,
y2 € G2 and consequently using the product measure
(£ x h„ ) x (1 x h-. ) on X we have that A is an isomorphism. 
G1 °2
Define endomorphisms F : X -*■ X, G : X + X by
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r((*1 ,y1 ),(m2 ,rt)) - (fjiZj.yj), ,2<z2’y2,)
and
GCCZj.yjJ.CZj.yj)) = g2(z2 »y2)J*
then A_1?A = F and A- 1 ¿A • G. Let »: X -*■ X be the isomorphism
®<<zl’yl^,<z2 ’y2)) ” <?i<zx.yi>. *2 (za,y2)J.
To see that this is well defined, we need to check that
= 'n^ 2^ z2*y2^  when zi = z 2 * This will immediately 
follow from the identities ■ <j>gn and = ♦o71*
Now (z2 ,y2)) - (^jljiZj.yj), *2I2(z2,y2))
. g2?2<z2 .y2>)
= G i  (<z1 ,y1), U 2 .y2>>.
Thus F and G are isomorphic and consequently f and g will be 
isomorphic.
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We now make use of our decomposition of p into factors 
Pj and p2 by showing that if the Jacobian condition of 
Proposition 5 holds, we do not have to worry about the 
isomorphism of i and g2.
Suppose that and have finite order p = p^ 2 an<* 
there is an isometry R(z) = czm such that R-*gR = af for a € G 
where a = co* for to = e2rci/P and £ € Z. Then RQfo = g0R0
and »g<Ro>-
d m 
°R “f . aRCf0) .to*10, in particular
p2 > d p 2 ■nPj P2 A®p
“g <r o )-“r ’ “f • ctR ( f o ^ * (0 . As p 1 and d-1 are coprime
there are integers n and q such that npj^  = q(d-l) + 1 . 
Therefore
in p s in p1P2 = (d-1 ) i,p2q + £P2
and if we define n: S G2 by n
¿mp2q p2
we have that
d _ »2,- , ““ Pj“ dP2
“ g  <H0 >
dimp2q + S,mp2 mp2 Pi
• Of . aR (fQ)
(d-l)£mp2q+Amp2 mp2 
co • af • n<foJ
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Thus defining : s‘ » Gj » 81 i G2 by *2(z,y> - (RjU) ,n(z)ym) 
we get that ¡j>2 ?2 = ¿2 $2.
If in addition there is a measurable map tsS1 -*■ Gj
plm Pi d 1 Isuch that cij . = (»^(Rq ).? then defining x S
by = (RQ(z), £(z)ym ), we obtain that fj = gj
Combining these observations with Proposition 4 and 
Lemma 3, we have completed the proof of:
Theorem 3
Let f and g be real analytic Lebesgue measure-preserving 
expanding endomorphisms of S* with degree d. Then f and g 
are isomorphic if and only if there is an isometry R(z) = czm 
such that |Df| - |Dg|R, |Df2| - |Dg2|R and if Gf(- Gg) has 
order p € Z+ where p = p,P2 is the decomposition of p given 
above, then for fq and Rq defined above, there is a measurable 
map -*■ G such that
Pim Pi d
af - « V  “ V <Ro>-c *
Unfortunately, the complete invariant described in Theorem 
3 is a mixed topological and measure theoretic invariant and so
-81-
we have not fully solved the problem posed by Shub and 
Sullivan.
When pg = 1 we can give complete measure theoretic 
isomorphism invariants for real analytic Lebesgue measure­
preserving expanding endomorphisms of the circle and this was 
done in Corollary 2.2.
-82-
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